
he present drawing depicts a moment in 
the holy Family’s escape from the infanticide of King herod. 
The figures have obviously been resting and are now preparing 
to set off again. Joseph hails a boatman whilst gathering their 
belongings and mary picks up her son. details, such as the 

sphinx, hieroglyphs and distant obelisk, create a setting which is overtly 
egyptian, whilst the grecian style signature reflects a general interest in 
the ancient world on the part of tommaso maria conca. This interest is 
confirmed by another treatment of the same subject by the artist, which is 
in the collection of the accademia nazionale di san Luca, rome, although 
here the family are amongst roman, rather than egyptian relics.¹ 
 The Rest on the Flight into Egypt, although one of the few works that 
conca attempted with a biblical subject matter, is characteristic of his work 
in its concision and balance of composition, a prominent feature of his 
other drawings such as The Finding of Moses (fig. 1). in the present work 
the Virgin and child are bathed and highlighted by a soft light. The inward 
movement of both Joseph and the boatman helps direct our attention to 
mother and child. similarly, in The Finding of Moses, the figures, which 
are arranged in a frieze-like manner, create a sense of movement which 
leads to, in this case, Bithiah, daughter of the pharaoh of egypt, who 
receives the infant moses in her arms. The narrative, although slightly more 
complicated, is immediately discernable. The baby has clearly been lifted 
from the basket that lies on the ground, and the attention given to the 
child by the surrounding figures confirms his importance. in both works, 
the figures have a similar sculptural solidity; their movements and contours 
are firm and definite, with heavy drapery, defined by deep, shadowed 
folds. in The Finding of Moses, again the setting is conveyed with egyptian 
architectural detail.
 conca was the pupil of both his father giovanni conca (b. c.1690), as 
well as his more famous uncle sebastiano conca (1728-1779) (catalogue 
no. 33). By 1770, conca was in rome and working in the orbit of anton 
raphael mengs (1728-1779), and possibly on the decoration of the coffee 

house in Villa albani. conca went on to become one of the better known 
decorators of the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries. his early 
works reflect a degree of research which gained him a prominent position 
as a late rococo artist and exponent of nascent neo-classicism. in 1775, 
having been commissioned by prince marcantonio Borghese, he started 
working at the Villa Borghese, notably in the sala egizia which is concerned 
with the evocation of ancient egypt. in 1786 he decorated the sala delle 
muse at the museo pio-clementino in the Vatican palace, and the dome of 
the cathedral of città di castello. These important fresco cycles established 
conca as one of the most outstanding figures in the sphere of roman 
neo-classicism. his work was usually of mythological subjects, treated in 
the tradition of the carracci, whose influence is evident in the head of the 
boatman in The Rest on the Flight into Egypt. in 1770 conca was elected 
to the accademia di san Lucca, and in 1793 he became principe. his son 
giacomo was also a painter, and executed his designs for the egyptian 
room in the palazzo Lignani-marchesani.
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¹ see s. rudolph (ed.), La pittura del 1700 a Roma, milan 1983, no. 199.
tommaso maria conca, The Finding of Moses, 1810-1820, 
philadelphia museum of art, pennsylvania (Figure 1)




